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Abstrat. The priniple of behavioral programming [1℄ suggests to de-

rive low-level ontrollers from symboli high-level task desriptions in

a preditable way. This paper presents an extension of the priniple of

behavioral programming | by identifying a feedbak link between emer-

gent behaviour and a salable Deep Behaviour Projetion (DBP) agent

arhiteture. In addition, we introdue a new variant of the RoboCup

Syntheti Soer, alled Cirular Soer. This variant simulates mathes

among multiple teams on a irular �eld, and extends the RoboCup Sim-

ulation towards strategi game-theoreti issues. Importantly, the Cirular

Soer world provides a basis for an arhiteture sale-ability evaluation,

and brings us loser to the idea of meta-game simulation.

1 Introdution

Behavioural approahes to arti�ial intelligene often feature situatedness of

agents reating to hanges in environment and exhibiting emergent behaviour,

instead of reliane on abstrat representation and inferential reasoning [2, 5℄. Ta-

tial and strategi reasoning, however, would seem to require domain knowledge

and a degree of multi-agent ooperation beyond the reah of situated behaviour-

based agents. Over the last few years, it has beome apparent that a unify-

ing arhiteture, ombining ognitive (top-down) and reative (bottom-up) ap-

proahes, annot be ahieved by simply onneting higher and lower layers. It

has been suggested in reent literature that a \middle-out" arhiteture [1℄ is re-

quired. The approah adopted in [1℄ follows the behavioural programming prin-

iple: \taking symboli desriptions of tasks and preditably translating them

into dynami desriptions that an be omposed out of lower-level ontrollers".

The idea that reative behaviours an be derived from (and importantly, an be

proved to be orret with respet to) a higher-level theory follows an earlier ap-

proah | the situated automata framework [5℄ | in relating delarative agent

representations and their provably orret situated behaviours.

While researh and development work has progressed in both top-down and

bottom-up diretions, a systemati methodology for provably orret hierarhial

arhitetures remains an important and open hallenge. The view taken in this

paper is that, rather than de�ning situated or tatial reasoning ad ho, it is
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This paper subsumes the team desription paper \Cyberoos2000: Experiments with

Emergent Tatial Behaviour".



desirable to ategorise agents aording to their funtionality and reations to the

environment, and identify orresponding lasses of agent arhitetures. In other

words, the prinipal target is a systemati desription of inreasing levels of agent

reasoning abilities, where a given behaviour an \grow" into an expanded level,

while every new level an be projeted onto a deeper (more basi) behaviour.

More preisely, our framework (referred to as Deep Behaviour Projetion |

DBP) supports two parallel and interdependent streams:

{ a hierarhial behaviour-based agent arhiteture, and

{ a orresponding hierarhy of logi-based ation theories, eah of whih delar-

atively desribes an agent type and provides a basis to prove ertain agent

properties.

These omponents omplement eah other in the following way:

{ given a formal translation proedure, agent behaviours an be automatially

derived from an ation theory, and proven orret with respet to it;

{ an observed emergent behaviour an be formally aptured and retained by an

ation theory of a higher level, with subsequent translation into an embedded

behaviour.

The derivability/provability link from an ation theory to agent behaviours

fully omplies with the priniple of behavioral programming. On the other hand,

the feedbak onnetion from emergent behaviour to a (meta-)ation theory, and

then to a (provably orret) derived behaviour on a higher level, extends this

priniple. Thus, a suessful agent behaviour an be present in the arhiteture

in two forms: impliit (emergent) and expliit (embedded). We believe that this

dupliation (or depth) provides neessary funtional interhangeability, and al-

lows the agent to \mediate" among related behaviours. The results reported

in [11, 12, 13℄ formalise the DBP approah at the situated and basi tatial

levels. This paper does not introdue new systemati models and formal orret-

ness results, but rather presents the DBP approah, highlighting its biologial

motivation.

2 \Deep Behaviour Projetion" Agent Arhiteture

While designing arhitetures for arti�ially intelligent agents, it is quite normal

to draw parallels with the natural world | after all, human (and animal) intel-

ligene is so far the only available example. For instane, a anonial problem

of �nding resoures in unknown environment and olleting them at a spei�ed

loation an be simulated as the foraging problem in ants' olonies [3℄ | where

ants look for food and arry it towards their nest, laying down pheromones

to indiate good paths to food loations. In this instane, the motivating bi-

ologial example provided good intuition for experimental framework relating

behavioural and geneti programming.

Motivated by biology, we intend to study inreasing levels of omplexity in

agent behaviours and orrelate these with enhaned arhiteture and reasoning

abilities, sometimes in teamwork ontext. We begin at the reative level | ob-

serving that ertain sub-types of reative behaviour are quite often negleted



in the AI literature and lumped indisriminately under that generi label. The

previous work [11, 12℄ has formally identi�ed and analysed the types of rea-

tive behaviours that we believe orrespond to very basi animal behaviors. In

partiular, Clokwork, Tropisti and Hystereti agent lasses were studied as

examples of situated agents. Another series of agent lasses has been grouped

aording to tatial abilities: Task-Oriented and Proess-Oriented types. The

developed hierarhy an be briey summarised as follows:

hC; S;E; sense : C ! S; response : E ! C;

timer : C ! S; ommand : S ! E;

tropisti behaviour : S ! E;

I; hystereti behaviour : I � S ! E; update : I � S ! I;

T ; deision : I � S � T ! T ; ombination : T ! 2

H

;

P ; engage : I � S � T � P ! P ; tatis : P ! 2

T

i,

where C is a ommuniation hannel type, S is a set of agent sensory states,

E is a set of agent e�etors, I is a set of internal agent states, T is a set of

agent task states, P is a set of agent proess states, and H denotes the set of

hystereti behaviour instantiations f(i; s; e) : e = hystereti behaviour(i; s)g.

The resulting arhiteture draws its expressive power from the situated au-

tomata and subsumption-style arhitetures, while retaining the rigour and lar-

ity of logi-based representation. The Deep Behaviour Projetion framework un-

derlies this hierarhy and ensures that more advaned levels apture relevant

behaviour more onisely than their deeper projetions. Moreover, the depth

in behaviour representation provides funtional interhangeability among levels,

and enables arhiteture sale-ability aross domains. Our primary appliation

domain is RoboCup Simulation League | an arti�ial multi-agent world [6℄,

where the DBP framework provided a systemati support for design and full

implementation of Cyberoos [11, 13℄. Previous generations of Cyberoos devel-

oped under the DBP approah, aptured ertain types of situated behaviour

(Cyberoos'98) and some basi lasses of tatial behaviour (Cyberoos'99). Cy-

beroos2000 is the third \generation" designed in line with this framework. In

partiular, Cyberoos2000 fouses on exploring emergent tatial teamwork.

2.1 Situated Agents

A simplest pereption-ation feedbak is implemented by the Clokwork agent,

whih is able to distinguish only between sensory states that have di�erent time

values, having no other sensors apart from a timer. Moreover, the Clokwork

agent behaviour is prede�ned and is totally driven by time values. Like a lok-

work mehanism, the Clokwork agent exeutes its �xed behaviour as a sequene

of ommands sent to the simulator at regular time points. Despite its almost

mehanial simpliity, this agent type an be assoiated with very basi forms

of ellular life driven by periodi biologial yles. In ontext of RoboCup, we

found a pure Clokwork agent useful only in testing senaria, where a player

is expeted to exeute a given sequene of ommands without synhronisation

lashes (more than 1 ommand per simulation yle) or stalls (no ommands

per simulation yle). The ativity in the Tropisti agent is haraterised by a



broader pereption-ation feedbak represented by the tropisti behaviour fun-

tion. This agent reats to its sensory inputs in a purely reexive fashion. This

kind of behaviour an be easily identi�ed with plants, but sometimes even hu-

mans follow tropisti reexes (eg., a hand reexively retrats from a hot surfae).

After many experiments with Cyberoos goalkeepers, we observed that a

tropisti ath was the most e�etive behaviour in dangerous situations. How-

ever, the Tropisti agent may have only a partial apaity to distinguish degrees

of risk (a sensory state may, for example, omit information on play mode at a

given yle | own \free kik" or \play on"). Therefore, a tropisti goalkeeper

will try to ath a lose ball all the time | unless this behaviour is subsumed

by higher levels. Other important examples of tropisti behaviour exhibited by

a Cyberoos agent are obstale avoidane and ball hasing. It is worth pointing

out that regardless of how instantiations of tropisti behaviour (tropisti rules)

are developed | by elaborate programming and �ne-tuning, geneti evolution,

or reinforement learning | their semantis remains simple and is aptured by

diret mapping from sensors to e�etors.

However, suh a diret mapping beomes oneptually and omputationally

umbersome if the number of tropisti rules grows signi�antly | it beomes

inreasingly diÆult to represent and enode eah behaviour instantiation, and

it takes a long time to math partial sensory states in a stritly sequential om-

putational environment.

A Hystereti agent is de�ned as a reative agent maintaining internal state

I and using it as well as sensory states S in ativating e�etors E, i.e. its ativity

is haraterised by hystereti behaviour. An update funtion maps an internal

state and an observation into the next internal state. Some animals seem to be

pro�ient almost exlusively at this situated level, and yet may exhibit interest-

ing behaviours. For example, the oking behaviour of birds an be simulated

totally at the hystereti level with three simple rules: (i) maintain a minimum

distane from other birds or other objets; (ii) math the veloity of birds in the

neighbourhood; (iii) move towards the pereived entre of mass of the nearby

birds [7℄. Importantly, in order to behave hysteretially, an agent must maintain

an internal state (ontaining, in the oking example, variables for minimum dis-

tane, average veloity, distane to neighbourhood entre of mass, et.). Faed

with an obstale, the simulated ok splits around and reunites past it. This is

a lassi example of emergent, rather than hard-oded, behaviour

2

.

A Cyberoos2000 agent exhibits quite a few interesting examples of emergent

hystereti behaviour, eg., dribbling around opponents toward a target; inter-

epting a fast moving ball; resultant-vetor passing; shooting at goal along a

non-bloked path; et. The hystereti behaviour is implemented as a (temporal)

prodution system (TPS). Whenever the TPS �res a hystereti rule, an atomi

ommands sequene is inserted into a queue for timely exeution, inherited from

the Clokwork level. In addition, the TPS monitors urrently progressing a-

tions, thus providing an expliit aount of temporal ontinuity for ations with

2

In fat, suh oking behaviour has been proven suessful to some degree in the

RoboCup Simulation domain | by YowAI team from Japan in 1999.



duration [14, 13℄, and allowing us to embed ations rami�ations and intera-

tions [12, 13℄. For example, a dribbling ation is suppressed while shooting or

passing.

It is worth noting that this arhiteture allows us to easily express desired

subsumption dependenies [2℄ between the Hystereti and Tropisti levels, by

an inhibition of the lower level behaviour if neessary. For instane, tropisti

hase is suppressed if a teammate has possession of the ball.

2.2 Tatial Agents

The behaviour funtions of these situated agents are not onstrained. Sometimes

however, it is desirable to disable all but a subset of behaviour instantiations

(rules) | for example, when a tatial task requires onentration on a spei�

ativity. The Task-Oriented agent type is intended to apture this feature |

it inorporates a set of task states, and uses the deision funtion in seleting a

subset of behaviour instantiations (a task) most appropriate at a partiular inter-

nal state, given sensory inputs. A task ativates only a subset of all possible rules

by invoking the ombination funtion. Furthermore, a Proess Oriented agent

maintains a proess state and is able to selet an ordered subset of related tasks

| tatis. Implementation of task-orientation requires some adjustments to the

TPS. The TPS traes ation rules whose ations may be in progress, and heks,

in addition, whether a rule is valid with respet to a urrent task. The rules

produing hystereti behaviour mentioned in the previous setion (dribbling, in-

terepting, et.) are ombined in orresponding tasks and an be seleted by

a Cyberoos2000 agent in real-time. For example, zone playing is implemented

as a task, enabling relevant (hystereti) rules for o�side trap, making defensive

bloks, over zone, et.

Task-orientation appears to be not only useful oneptually, but is also a

pratial funtional element. Although it is lear that an elaborate hystereti

behaviour an ahieve the same results as any given task-orientation, the latter

aptures patterns of emergent behaviour more onisely. We believe that appro-

priate task-orientation evolved in animals as well | to support and strengthen

speialisation. One impressive example, diretly related to tatial teamwork, is

hunting behaviour of lions. It was found [9℄ that the Serengeti (Tanzania) lions

most often work together when takling diÆult prey suh as bu�alo and zebra,

but hunt alone in taking down easy prey. In Etosha (Namibia), however, lions

speialise in athing the springbok | one of the fastest antelopes of all | in

at and open terrain. The researh [9℄ has shown that \a single lion ould never

apture a springbok, and so the Etosha lions are persistently ooperative". In-

terestingly, an analogy was drawn between Etosha lions hunting behaviour and

a rugby team's tatis, in whih wings and enters move in at one to irle the

ball, or prey. This \highly developed teamwork stands in sharp ontrast to the

disorganized hunting style of the Serengeti lions" [9℄.

First important lesson that an be drawn from this analogy is that stable

patterns of emergent behaviour are worth retaining | in this instane,

via suitable task-orientation. Seondly, the observed tendeny in emergene of

more omplex tatial behaviours (eg., bird oking to prey interepting to prey



irling) an be orrelated with appearane of new elements in agent arhi-

teture. Put simply, when emergent behaviour struggles to �t into the existing

sheme, extension of the framework is warranted! This was obvious in the in-

trodution of internal state that allowed the hystereti agent to situate itself

better than tropisti one in relation to other agents and environment objets.

The following observation exempli�es this tendeny on a tatial teamwork level.

The easily reognised pattern of \kiddie soer", where everyone on the team

would hase the ball, ould emerge as sub-optimal tatis on tropisti level |

and ould genetially evolve in the RoboCup Simulation domain as well [8℄.

We observed that Hystereti Cyberoos agents exhibited another sub-optimal

behaviour | solo dribbling towards the enemy goal. This kind of behaviour

ould emerge if there are no visible teammates and internal agent state does

not keep trak of them. Solo dribbling an be observed in \teenage soer", and

arguably is more eÆient than the \kiddie" one, while being more demanding

and hallenging in terms of the individual skills required. It may also lead to a

devastating onsumption of the player stamina.

A simple tati omplementing the \solo dribbling" is the so-alled \baking

up" | the following losely on the teammate with the ball \to assist him, if

required, or to take on the ball in ase of him being attaked, or otherwise pre-

vented from ontinuing his onward ourse" [4℄. It is not surprising that this sim-

ple behaviour was onsidered a tatial triumph in the 1870s, when the football

sport was often alled \the dribbling game" and forward passes were disallowed.

This behaviour an be programmed on the hystereti level as well, if desired

| by appropriately inhibiting tropisti hase and elaborating (disqualifying)

other ompeting hystereti rules like over zone. However, with teamwork ta-

tis progressing, it beomes inonvenient and omputationally expensive to keep

elaborating hystereti rules. The lessons of emergent behaviour suggest again

that a new onept is required (provided in this ase by the agent task state).

One partiular instane of tatial behaviour, emerging at the hystereti level,

is making \defensive bloks" against an opponent dribbling towards the team

goal | one defender hases the ball and tries to kik it away, while another runs

towards some point on the line between the opponent and the goal. Arguably,

making defensive bloks is similar to basi hunting tatis of the Serengeti li-

ons. This tatial behaviour emerges at the hystereti level when the seond

defender (lion) reognises that there is no need to diretly attak the opponent

(prey) | more preisely, when agent's internal state (ontaining the fat that a

teammate presses the opponent with the ball) resolves to subsume the tropisti

hase. Again, a more eÆient implementation of this tatis an be ahieved

with appropriate task-orientation, enabling only ertain hystereti rules.

In short, task-orientation makes tatial teamwork more expliit | when

agents' task states are omplimentary, ollaboration beomes more oherent.

Importantly, a task does not �x agent behaviour, but rather onstrains it within

a set of relevant behaviour instantiations (rules). The task-orientation of the

Serengeti lions would make them less suessful hunters of the springbok: al-

though their running and athing skills are probably as good as Etosha lions'

ones, the latter kind pakaged the skills tatially di�erently.



2.3 Towards Emergene of Domain Models

The Task-Oriented agent is apable of performing ertain tatial elements in

real-time by ativating only a subset of its behaviour instantiations, and thus

onentrating only on a spei�ed task, possibly with some assistane from other

agent(s). Upon making a new deision, the agent swithes to another task. In

general, there is no dependeny or ontinuity between onseutive tasks. This is

quite suitable in dynami situations requiring a swift reation. However, in some

ases it is desirable to exhibit a oherent behaviour during longer intervals.

We are urrently pursuing several omplementary diretions potentially lead-

ing to emergene of suh a deliberative behaviour (when an agent is engaged in

an ativity requiring several tasks).

One diretion enters on the notion of proess | a set of possible tasks with-

out a preise sequential or tree-like ordering. In other words, proess-orientation

is not restrited to be a result of pure deliberation. An appropriate tatial

sheme omprising a few tatial elements may simply suggest for an agent a

possible subset of deisions, leaving some of them optional. For example, a pen-

etration through entre of an opponent penalty area may require from agent(s)

to employ a ertain tatis | a ertain set of elementary tatial tasks (dummy-

run, wall-pass, short-range dribbling) | and disregard for a while another set

of tasks. It is worth noting that whereas a team's tatial formation is typially a

stati view of responsibilities and relationships, proess-orientation is a dynami

view of how this formation delivers tatial solutions. A Proess Oriented agent

maintains a proess state and is able to selet an ordered subset of tasks |

tatis | given a partiular internal state, sensory inputs, urrent task and

engaged proess. Ideally, a Proess-Oriented agent should be apable of on-

solidating related tasks into oherent proesses.

Another promising diretion towards deliberation introdues a domain model

into the arhiteture. The idea of having a \world model" diretly represented

in the arhiteture is intuitively very appealing. However, we believe that \world

model" should grow inrementally instead of being inserted and glued to other

elements. In other words, our preferene is to observe and analyse examples

of emergent behaviours whih potentially make use of the domain model. At

the moment, Cyberoos2000 agents do not use world models and inter-agent

ommuniation, relying entirely on deep reative behaviour and emergent tatis.

3 Evaluating Arhiteture Sale-ability

In order to omprehensively evaluate an intelligent agent arhiteture, it is desir-

able to ompare produed behaviours under di�erent irumstanes, and in var-

ious domains. While RoboCup Simulation reates quite a hallenging syntheti

soer world, urrent researh may still be subjet to a potential methodologial

bias. It is oneivable that designers introdue results of their own understanding

of the domain diretly into the agent arhiteture. Consequently, it may beome

rather unlear how a given arhiteture would sale to a reasonably di�erent

domain.



To alleviate this situation, we introdue here an extension of the RoboCup

Syntheti Soer, alled a Cirular Soer. This variant is very similar in terms

of rules to the one urrently in use in the RoboCup Simulation League, with some

exeptions: the number of teams ompeting in a single math may be greater than

2, and the stadium �eld is irular rather than retangular (Figure 1 depits the

ase of three teams). Other di�erenes inlude a modi�ed implementation of the

o�-side rules, and orner kiks. Another sub-variant, a Closed Cirular Soer,

simulates the �eld boundary as a solid irular wall, based on elasti wall-ball

ollisions.

In our view, the Cirular Soer may provide a domain, where sale-ability

of agent behaviours and tatial teamwork an be veri�ed. Ideally, a team of

intelligent agents should be apable of adapting to the Cirular Soer world,

with minimal design modi�ations. We would argue that allowed alterations

on situated level may inlude, for example, visual information parsing routines

and triangulation algorithm(s). Tatial sale-ability an be really tested by

an amount of hanges required to make a team operational, and ultimately

suessful. Arguably, if no tatial behaviour emerges after the deployment in

the new world, the arhiteture fails to deliver the required exibility. Of ourse,

we do not intend to restrit any modi�ations. However, the main question

translates into how easy it is to re-ombine tatial behaviour instantiations in

order to ahieve oherent tatis.

Fig. 1. Cirular Soer: a three teams ase

Moreover, the Cirular Soer world provides a very interesting platform for

testing strategi behaviour with a game-theoreti avour. Even three ompeting

teams, for example, bring ooperation and ompetition to a higher level. Let us

assume the following simple zero-sum sore assignment mehanism for the teams



A, B and C. If the team A sores against B, then the sore of A is inremented

by 1 and the sore of B is deremented by 1, while the sore of C is unhanged.

At the end, teams are ranked by a single-number sore, and the winner is the

team with the most positive sore (a team-to-team sore is important only as

a tie-breaker). For example, after a game where A sored one against B and

one against C, and C sored four times against B, the overall sore would be

A : +2, B : �5 and C : +3. The team C is the winner, despite losing to A in a

team-to-team ontest.

Strategi behaviour beomes evident when players of one team, let us say

team A, reason about ooperating with other team against the third. For ex-

ample, in the beginning of the example math it made no di�erene if team A

ooperated in attak with team C against B. However, at the end, team A should

have ooperated in defense with team B, trying to prevent C from soring the

winning fourth goal.

In short, the Cirular Soer world extends the RoboCup Simulation to-

wards strategi game-theoreti issues, and provides a basis for an arhiteture

sale-ability evaluation. Moreover, it brings us loser to the idea of meta-game

simulation in RoboCup domain. Meta-game programming is, in general, a task

of writing a program that plays a game of a ertain domain lass, provided only

with the rules of a game [10℄. Rather than designing programs to play an existing

game known in advane, the meta-game approah suggests to design programs

to play new games, from a well-de�ned lass, taking as input only the rules of

the games. As only the lass of games is known in advane, a degree of design-

ers bias is eliminated, and meta-game playing programs are required to perform

game-spei� optimisations without designers assistane [10℄.

The onept of meta-game simulation sounds very appealing to us, as it

makes the arhiteture sale-ability evaluation almost expliit. Put simply, a

single-game behaviour will perform more strongly if it is well-tuned to the game,

while a meta-game behaviour will be stronger if it is based on a more salable

arhiteture.

4 Conlusions

In this paper we attempted to illustrate emergene of new behavioural patterns

as a good indiation for inlusion of new elements in our agent arhiteture.

This tendeny has been observed while moving from Clokwork to Tropisti to

Hystereti to Task-Oriented to Proess-Oriented agents.

We maintain that a omplexity of an agent arhiteture is relative: for any

elaborate agent type, it is possible to de�ne more onisely another agent type

with the same external behaviour. Hene, an agent has an embedded hoie as

to whih one of related hierarhial levels should assume ontrol to better suit

external environment. If suessful, suh interhangeability among levels o�ers

useful (and potentially vital) dupliation and deep funtional exibility. In sum-

mary, the \middle-out" layer is required between any two levels of an intelligent

agent arhiteture | and animals (inluding humans) seem to maintain an ex-

pertise and abilities providing just that. Given a formal framework (suh as



DBP), we an attempt to logially prove that two agent types produe identi-

al emergent behaviour | i.e., the interhangeability an be proven orret in

terms of external dynamis. Therefore, rather than searhing for a mysterious

hub onneting \reative behaviour" and \ognitive skills", we should identify

and study dialeti relations between emergent behaviour and elements of agent

arhitetures. This might allow us to link arhiteture design and behavioural

programming in a more systemati, onise and preditable way.
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